Loc. [CB39012] = floor, silty yellow-brown 
late Roman coin 
3rd-3rd BCE

Bronze Handle

Handle of a container.

Lower attachment point of a vertical handle for a 
small container. The handle length has a decorative 
rib. The attachment hole is surrounded by incised lines 
radiating out and down to each side.

PH 4.0cm 
Max W. 0.7cm 
Th. 0.3cm

2/June 06 - MEM
Silver Earring

VESSEL ATTACHMENT

Almost complete. Missy attachment & ear wire.

A horseshoe-shaped loop of silver with ends thickened into balls (similar to some bracelet shapes). A band of silver encircles the middle of the loop & provided the attachment point to the ear wire? Pendant?

PH 1.42 cm
PW 1.2 cm
Th 0.2 cm (loop)
W band 0.35 cm
Copper Alloy Medallion

Diam. 2.4 cm
min Th. 0.1 cm
max Th. 0.5 cm

Molded - thin sheet with image of female
holding cornucopia - wearing a Mural
Crown.

Tyche?
Copper Alloy Pendant

Medallion - slightly tear-shaped with suspension hole at tapered end.

H 2.3 cm
W 2.3 cm
Th 0.4 cm
Copper Alloy Spout

Spout - manufactured separately & inserted into vessel.

P L : 4.5 cm
Max W : 3.9 cm x 2.3 cm
Spout W (Diam) : 2.0 cm
Th metal : 0.3 cm

Shaded area was inserted

Drawn by:       Leaf:
Glass Pyxis Lid Fragment

Incomplete: 1/3 preserved.

Horizontal loop handle stump joined to a pyxis lid with a bevelled lip/mlip. The surface is painted white covering the core of clear greenish yellow glass. Imitation of alabaster?

PH: 2.3 cm
PW: 3.0 cm

The complete lid an oval shape.